
IS THIS THEFT AND/OR FRAUD BY AN ESTABLISHED LEARNING INSTITUTION?  Oct/15/2018 

After 12 years sitting the University of the West Indies Scholarship Examination to 

study Law in 2006 and sought justice from the Administration to have them 

return my Question Papers, unlawfully taken from me and to date no 

acknowledgement from them, as having received my complaint in the 2 page 

letter attached and acceptance that they were in breach of a fundamental 

principle in law, called theft, i.e. taking what was said to my property, without my 

permission and consent, refusing to return same when challenged, I feel justified 

to share the contempt this body had for aspiring students, at that date and time.  

More importantly, I was hoping to further my study of the beautiful discipline of 

Law and realized after this episode, that if the people who want to give me higher 

learning, cannot understand a simple matter of property, there is nothing they 

can teach me, which I cannot learn on my own outside the confines of their 

school buildings, in my time and a much reduced cost.  Paid 200.00TT to sit exam. 

This outside learning, in what I term God's School of Continuous Study (GSCS), was 

proved successfully over my 44 years research, as most of the philosophical, legal, 

social, political and architectural work stored in a Cloud archive 

https://www.archive.org/details/@mavawsec. will illuminate and give testimony. 

This does not negate the value they provide under other circumstances, but as 

has been proven many times over history, sometimes Learned Institutions make 

mistakes and are not manly or womanly enough to admit them. 

When past Exam papers are sold in the Institution Bookshop, after being taken 

from students at the end of their exams, when the Exam Card states that these 

papers belong to the student, the question of Fraud becomes a consideration. 

Best wishes for all still learning in such institutions and those learning outside. 

Not everyone can function at their best in either one, because of income 

generation need, life responsibilities and time available for study. 

Signed.............................................Donald D. Berment, Specialist, HSDS/NGA/DVC 
Housing and Settlement Development Sector/Natural Growth Architect/Domestic Violence Counsellor 

https://www.archive.org/details/@mavawsec?fbclid=IwAR16dcsofHuBhnhJGL0mfFdIphUqeb7PgfsK-7YDA4IMdtEumKhqWjUC1jQ

